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MISSION 
 

HELP TRAVELERS  

PLAN AND BOOK  

THE BEST TRIP 
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TripAdvisor in 2017 

390 
MILLION  

Unique visitors  

a month 

o v e r  

137,000 
dest inat ions  

500 

reviews & 

op in ions  

M I L L I O N  

7 

bus inesses   

l i s ted  

o v e r  

MILLION 

287 
o v e r  

user  cont r ibu t ions  

every minute  

markets  in  49 
28 l anguages  

123 
MILLION 
members  

Source: TripAdvisor log files, Q1 2017 

 



TripAdvisor 

introduces 

instant booking 

TripAdvisor Highlights 
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2001 2002 2004 2009 2010 2013 2014 Today 

First ever 

traveller 

review is 

posted on 

TripAdvisor  

Restaurants 

added to the 

site for the 

first time 

Popularity 

Index 

launched, 

ranking 

properties 

according to 

traveler  

feedback 

TripAdvisor 

forums are 

created 

A flights 

search 

feature is  

launched  

on the site 

TripAdvisor 

launches  

first app 

Hotel price 

comparison 

launches 

Vacation 

Rentals are 

added to the 

site 

Partners with 

Facebook 

TripAdvisor 

acquires 

 

 

and 

 

TripAdvisor 

reaches  

500 million 
Reviews and 

opinions 



Over 200,000 restaurants bookable through TripAdvisor. Recent 

investment in Eatigo – online restaurant booking platform in Thailand & 

Singapore and EatWith for “home chefs” 

 

Reserve a restaurant anywhere 



• TripAdvisor acquired Viator, 

becoming the world’s largest tours 

and attractions marketplace 

 

• Over 54,000 products! 

 

• Over 230 tours and attractions 

which mention ‘Silk Road’ in their 

description 

Attractions 



Vacation Rentals 
TripAdvisor Vacation Rentals is a global leader with over 835,000 rental 

properties listed – 70% of which are now bookable online. 
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Airline reviews 
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Mobile – 75% will not leave home without it 

Source: Connected  Traveller TripBarometer 2015 



Source: PhoCusWright’s “Custom Survey Research Engagement,” prepared for TripAdvisor. May 2015  

More than 80% of users 

feel that TripAdvisor 

reviews help them feel 

more confident in their 

travel decisions and  

have a better trip 
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Understanding the motivation to share 
Most TripAdvisor users write reviews because they want to share a positive 
experience 

 

Source: Phocuswright’s TripAdvisor Custom Survey 2015: Global 

 

73% 70% 4 out of  5 
of TripAdvisor users wrote a 

review in the past year 
because they received good 

advice from reviews and 
wanted to give back to the 

community 

 

of TripAdvisor users 
report that they wrote a 
review in the past year 

because they wanted to 
share a good experience 

with travellers  

 

is the average 
bubble rating on 

TripAdvisor  

 



Key factors influencing traveller ranking 

QUALITY QUANTITY RECENCY 

CONSISTENCY OVER TIME 
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Management responses 

 

 

 

 

 

of TripAdvisor users 

are more likely to 

book a hotel which 

responds to 

traveller reviews 

65% 

 
 

 

 

 

 

agree that a 

thoughtful 

management 

response to a bad 

review improves 

their impression 

85% 



Online reputation management made simple 

THANKS 

FOLLOWS 

UP 

APOLOGISES 

REINFORCES POSITIVE 

INVITES 

BACK 

DEMONSTRATES IMPORTANCE OF GUEST FEEDBACK 



Destinations 
Destinations can also make the most of TripAdvisor 



THE SILK ROAD 
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Working together since 2015 

Source: TripAdvisor 205 – 2016 UNWTO Silk Road Travel Trends Guides 
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2017 edition – launched at ITB in March 
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Highest rated Silk Road countries 

o Egypt holds the top spot 

overall with highest ratings on 

both accommodations and 

attractions  

 

o Greece comes in at fifth 

place, but with the second-

highest eateries 

 

o Armenian eateries are top 

rated on TripAdvisor  
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Traveller survey reached 15,711 people 

 

Visas and travel 

o 47% more likely to travel to the 

region if they could obtain single 

visa to travel to Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan & Uzbekistan 

 

 

Travel preferences  

o 46% would visit as part of a tour 

o 39% would travel with family  

o 29% would go with friends 

o 21% would travel solo   

Source: TripAdvisor consumer survey Feb 2017 
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Key findings from the traveller survey 

Source: TripAdvisor consumer survey Feb 2017 
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Western Silk Road trends: France case study 

French respondents have the highest awareness of Western 

Silk Road Countries, with 96% of respondents aware of at 

least one country offering tailored Silk Road experiences 

 

Within France, the most-known countries for Silk Road experiences are: 

Source: TripAdvisor consumer survey Feb 2017 

25% 
CROATIA 

 

22% 
MOLDOVA 

 

20% 
TURKEY 

 

18% 
GREECE 

 In the overall survey, Turkey was the best known for its Silk Road 

experiences, followed closely by Greece, Croatia, Italy and Azerbaijan. 

 

 



Making the most of TripAdvisor 



Gavin Greene 

Manager, Industry Strategy & Outreach 

 

ggreene@tripadvisor.com 


